
Nowadays many people choose to be self-employed, rather than to work for a company or 
organization.

Why might this be the case?

What could be the disadvantages of being self-employed?

In contemporary societysocieties, people have been tendeding to have their own business due to 
some common reasons which often have restricted them to get promotion or lose efficient 
opportunities. Although however, it could not be possible or profitable many times. Financial and 
merchandising issues can affect private and new businesses in current competitive markets.

Generally, several people who are working long time in a company or organization especially for job 
security, wishing that they had their dream job or at least the an idealistic one. Long working hours, 
law low pay, terrible bosses or even collogues colleagues and unendurable working conditions cause 
boredom and job dissatisfaction, so many people especially the educated with considerable skills 
want to go freelance because it would boost their paycheck while maintaining flexibility, it which 
means they have personal freedom as well as setting their own schedule and work for many or few 
hours they would like. Moreover, freelancing include various chances and approaches that could 
prove to be more lucrative than a full-time job as an employee.

However, people with independent professionals professions are involved by in serious issues to 
develop their business like product marketing and limited budgets. For example making constant 
efforts for winning new clients and delivering excellent quality and results or affording Initial 
investment, heavy taxes or loan repayments comprise the critical problems of small firms. Therefore, 
most of the times many of these individuals due to lack of experience to manage those basic subjects 
in related industry industries would desist from being self-employed.

In conclusion, when people are not able to find the right jobs, being completely independent may not 
be the only way as a result of its difficulties. They could try the other basic types of their favorite 
careers like part-time jobs beside the interesting one.


